Brenda Brewer: (12/13/2017 07:28) Good day all! Welcome to CCT-RT Plenary Call #65 on 13 December 2017 @ 14:00 UTC.

Brenda Brewer: (07:28) Please note that this meeting will be recorded. When not speaking, you may mute your phones by pressing *6. Press *6 to unmute. Thank you.

Calvin Browne: (08:05) Hi all
Waudo Siganga: (08:10) HI Calvin
Waudo Siganga: (08:10) Hi Calvin
Kaili Kan: (08:11) Audio chopy?
Calvin Browne: (08:11) audio fine here
Waudo Siganga: (08:12) The audio keeps breaking
Carlton Samuels: (08:15) Howdy all. I hear who's talking as if theyre drunk!
Kaili Kan: (08:15) no audio?
Calvin Browne 2: (08:15) <at least audion on phone>
Carlton Samuels: (08:15) Ever seen that Tonight Show Drunk Trump skit? Its worse!!
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:15) My audio is pretty good, too.
Carlton Samuels: (08:17) I am having network issues with adobe dropping in and out
Jonathan Zuck: (08:17) Looked good yesterday
Carlton Samuels: (08:17) Now I hear an emergency broadcast signal!!
Kaili Kan: (08:20) hearing nothing ...
Waudo Siganga: (08:21) for me the audio has a lot of break-ups
Kaili Kan: (08:21) Seems like my chat box does not respond either ...
Waudo Siganga: (08:22) im relying on the video scrrens to gather what is going on
Carlton Samuels: (08:23) I'm losing packets at my adsl link.... so that shouldn't affect yourselves
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:23) and this appearing in the pc summary
Waudo Siganga: (08:24) Yes that input from Registry group is talking more about the "application" of the finding rather than the finding itself. It agrees with the finding
Waudo Siganga: (08:25) the Registry group input if wanting a chnage to the appilcation of the finding and not the finding itself
Wudo Siganga: (08:26) sorry for repeat. My system is slow I thought it had not picked
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:27) thank you Laureen
Kaili Kan: (08:27) occasionally hear a few words from Laureen, so we are still on Rec.16 :)  
Wudo Siganga: (08:35) I am nominally on this call following through the action items
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:37) Will do
Calvin Browne 2: (08:37) quick
Calvin Browne 2: (08:37) bye
Wudo Siganga: (08:37) thanks